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Abstract
The percentage of low-grade material wmprisingthe annualhardwoodlumberproduction in the United Statesisincreasing. Asa
result, finding markets for low-grade/low-value lumberhasbeen identified as a top priorityby researchers and industryassociations.
This researchused the ROMI-RIP and ROMI-CROSS simulationprogramsto examinepart yield, cutting efficiency, andvalue recovery that can be expected when No. 3A Common lumber is processed in the rough mill. Cutting bills having n a m w part widths and
shortpart lengthsarethemost feasibletouse whileprocessingNo. 3ACommonlumber. TheNo. 3ACommonresults were compared
to results obtainedforNo. 2A Commonlumheiandalumbergrademixcomprisedof50percentNo.
2A Commonand50percentNo.
3A Common. Simulationresultsdemonstratedthatas the percentage ofNo. 3ACommonlumberinagrademixincreases,partyields
andcutting efficienciesdecrease. For agrademix consistingentirely ofNo. 2A Common lumher,partyields were between 12 and20
percent higher than for a grade mix consisting entirely of No. 3A Common lumber. Also, the number of sawlies (a processing expense)required to produce 1,000 boardfeet(h4BF)ofpartsfromNo. 3A Commonlumberwas 10to20percenthigher. Basedonthese
yieldandcuuingefficiencyresults,
it isestimatedthataminimum lumberpricedifferencebetween thesetwogradesofapproximately
$ 2 1 7 m F needs to exist for No. 3A Common to be aviable raw material option.

I n the I996 Hardwood Symposium
Proceedings, the National Hardwood
Lumber Association (NHLA) stated that
out of 322 identifiedresearch needs ofthe
industry, the highestpriority was identifying and developing new and better markets for low-value, low-grade lumber and
products, including smaller pieces
(NHLA 1996). Likewise, the Research
Steering Committee for the Center for
Forest Products Marketing and Management at Vuginia Tech identified as a top
priority finding profitable markets for
low-grade lumber (Center for Forest
Products Marketing and Management
2001). Nearly 50 percent of the sawmill
managers sweyed by the Center indicated they bad seen an increase in low-

grade lumber production since 1996
( h m b et al. 2001). l k e same manage n expressed an acute need for stronger,
more reliable, and more diverse d e k
fortheirlow-gradeandlow-valuelumber.
The Forest Service's Forest Inventory
and Analysis (HA) assessments only

v e v recently began measuring tree
grade so historical quality data is inadequate for conducting a trend analysis.
While reliable and consistent indicators
are lacking that the quality of the harvested hardwood sawtimber resource
has declined, other factors that impact
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the quality of the logs processed by
hardwood sawmills can be cited. In particular, there has been an unmistakable
increase in competition for highquality
hardwood logs. For instance, hardwood
log exparts to Europe, which are almost
exclusively veneer logs and high-end
Grade 1 sawlogs (Luppold 1994) have
increased substantiallyover the last several years. Comparing the periods 1994
to 1996and 1999to2001,thevolumeof
US. hardwwd log exports to 10 European markets (i.e., countries) increased
by 40 percent. This is one competitive
force tbat impacts the quality of logs entering domestic sawmills (Foreign
Agic. Sew. 1998a, 2002).
Tbe second major competitive force
impacting the availability of highquality hardwood logs is demand for
these logs by domestic veneer manufacturers. U S . Census Bureau (1999) statistics on the quantity (square footage)
of hardwood veneer production are incomplete, hut the gmwth in value of veneer manufactured in the United States
between 1992 and 1997 was substantial
(55%). During this same period, there
was a49-percent increase in the quantity
of veneer exported from the United
States (Foreign Agric. Sew. 1998b).
This growth trend has continued. Between 1997 and2OO;?,veneerexportsincreased by an additional 21 percent
(Foreign Agric. Sew. 2003). Tbe percentage of total hardwood sawlog and
veneer log harvests in the northern
United States sold directly to veneer
plants increased from 4.7 to 5.7 percent
between 1991 and 19% (Powell et al.
1993, Smith et al. 2001). All of these
numbers point to an increase in demand
for highquality logs by the veneer industry. consequently, these top-grade
logs are being siphoned from the input
stream of hardwood sawmills today
more so than in the past.
Today it is standard practice for loggers andlor sawmill log graders to sort
through and separate veneer-quality
logs from Grade I logs of lesserquality;
the veneer logs are then sold to veneer
manufacturers for two to six times (or
more) their Grade 1 sawlog price (Hoe
ver and Gann 2002). Removing these
highest quality logs from the sawmill's
log input stream has a large impact on
the mill's lumber grade yield recovery.
For hard maple, the yield of No. 1 Common and B&ter hxnber from Grade 1
logs drops 3.1 percent when the highest
value logs are removed (Woodfin 1964).
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For red oak, the reduction is 5.3 percent
and for white oak the recovery of No. 1
Common and Better lumber drops 4.8
percent (Woodfin 1964). Withdrawing
veneerquality logs from the Grade 1log
set has a considerably greater impact on
the recovery of the top two lumber
grades (FAS and Selects). For hard maple, red oak, and white oak,the reduction in the FAS and Selects lumber recovery was 6.8.9.5, and 15.0 percentage
points, respectively (Wwdfin 1964).
As the availability of higher grade
hardwood lumber decreases, manufacturers need to sell their low-grade mate
rial at a reasonable price to stay in business (Meyer 1996). New manufacturing
techniques will be required in order for
the processing of higher percentages of
low-grade logs to be economically feasible. There are several methods that
have been and are currently being studied as possible alternatives for efficiently manufacturingproducts from today's low-grade hardwood lumber supply. Some of these include green dikknsioning, compositematerials,modified sawmillineonerations..iincer-iointing, and the use of lower quality logs for
smctuml hardwood lumber (Lin et al.
1994, Wiedenbeck and Araman 1995,
Youngqnist and Hamilton 1999).
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Simulation modeling offers a good alternative to nmning an actual experiment in arough mill as it does not cause
costly disruptions in prhction (Wiedenbeck 1992). Numerous computer
programs have been used to simulate
various aspects ofmugh mills, including
production scenarios, production costs
sensitivities (Gazo and Steele 1995),
lumber length-based processing effects
(Hamner et al. 2002), and the effects of
equipment (Gazo and Steele 1995) and
cutting bill changes (Buehlmann et al.
1998) on yields, productivity, costs, and
efficiency (Wiedenbeck and Araman
1995).
The ROMI-RIP 2.0 (Thomas 1999b)
and ROMICROSS 1.0 (Thomas 1997)
mugb-mill simulation softwarehas been
widely used and recently upgraded,
making it the rough-mill simulation
software of choice. Thomas and Buehlmann (2002) determined the validity of
ROMI-RIP results when simulating o p
erations using 414 kih-dried red oak.
They collected lumber froma sawmill in
Appalachia, digitized the boards, ran
ROMI-RIP with the database created
from digitizing the boards, and ran the
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actual boards through a mngb mill.
They compared the overall ripsaw and
chopsaw yield results derived from the
simulations and from the actual cut-up
study and found that ROMI-RIP 2.0 reasonably simulates actual rough-mill
production; thus, the simulation results
can be used with confidence for analyhcal purposes.
Objectives
The coal of this research was to evaluate potential utiliwtionopportunitie.;for
No 3A Common(3AC)lumber to facicilitaa efli:icnt and nrofitable use of this
lumber grade in ;he manufacture of
higb-value appearance products. The
objective was to compare part yields and
cutting efficiencies when No. 2A Common (2AC), 3AC, and a 50-50 mix of
grades 2AC and 3AC (50150 mix) red
oak lumber were used to produce the
parts required in each of two feasible
low-grade lumber cutting bills.

-

Methods
Before conducthog the simulations to
address this objective, approximately
1,500 board feet (BE) (125 boards) of
3AC, 414 thickness, kilndried red oak
lumber was collected from Uuee sawmills and one flwring plant. Digital
board defect and dimension maps were
created for this lumber (Anderson et al.
1993), which were then used in wmbination with the 3AC lumber in the 1998
data bank for kiln-dried red oak lumber
(Gatchell et al. 1998). The additional
3AC lumber data was required because
Gatebell et al's. 3AC lumber sample
wntained only 239 boards and the width
distribution of these boards was narrower thin the chsuihution measured in
another 3A(: .samole
et al.
- (Widdenbeck
.
2003).
The ROMI-RIP and ROMI-CROSS
simulation p r o m s were used to comp w the
y & land cutting efficiency
obhined when processing 3AC lumber
with that nhtained using 2AC lumber or
1997. -~
1999b). Pm
a Sol50 mix ~ T h o m %
yield was calculated as the ratio bf the
hoard feet ofparts produced to the board
feet of dry lumber input into the production process. Cutting efficiency was d e
termined by calculating the number of
sawcuts required per board foot of parts
produced For the ripfirst efficiency
analysis, only the number of chopsaw
cuts was included in the analysis since
the number of gang-ripsaw sawcuts is
not grade dependent but rather board~

and cutting-width dependent For the
crosscut-first efficiency analysis, the
number of crosscut sawlimes and the
number of rip sawlines were summed to
derive the sawcuts per board foot of
parts figure.
Primary parts are those that are produced in the lirst two cutting stages (rip
or crosscut) that meet cutling bill requirements. Salvage parts are produced
in additional cutting operations beyond
the initial two stages. Salvage operations
are aunbersome and lead to substantially higher processing costs. In this
study, part yield was based only on primary parts; no parts produced h m salvage operations were included. Similarly, cutting efficiency was based only
on the number of saw kerf lines used to
pmduce the primary parts; salvage operations were not included.
Part quality definitions describe the defects (or character marks) permitted on
tbe face a d o r back of each of the parts
in a cutting b i . For the simulations in
this research, the clear two-face (C2F)
part quality definition was applied to all
paas in all cut!ing bills
delinition
allows no defects on the face or backside
of the parts. Therefore, our simulated part
yields represent the most conservative
yield estimates that should be expected
when processing 3AC lumber.
Part prioritization strategy refers to
the priority weighting that is placed on
the differentsizes ofparts as the simulation progresses (Thomas 1997). For this
research the wmplex dynamic exponent (CDE) strategy with continuous
feedback on parts produced was used
(Thomas 1996). A detailed description
of the CDE part prioritization strategy,
including equations for weighting factors, is given in Thomas (1996).
Saw blades in a circular-blade gang
ripsaw like that simulated in ROMI-RIP
(in this cased a fixed-blade best feed
ripsaw) are mounted on an arbor. The
gang ripsaw optimizer (GRO) arbor design program (Mitchell and Zuo 2001)
was used to design efficient arbors for
the two cutting bils used in this research The specific arbor designs are
found in Shepley et al. (2004).
The specific ROMI-RIP processing
and control options used throughout this
study were:
1. all cuaing/prncessing sizes are in
inches to the nearest 1/16 inch,
2. primary s h p yield optimized for
best priority fit,

3.111 strip scanned and optimized at
once,
4. primary operations avoid producing
orphan parts,
5. random-width strip parts acceptable
in panel production,
6. part priorities are continuously u p
dated,
7. arbor type: fixed-bladebest-feed,
8. ripsaw kerf size is 2/16 inch,
9. left and right edging sizes are 4/16
inch,
10. board cutup solution optimized at
every 1/16.mch position on the arbor, and
11. end-trim allowance for each board
end is 16/16 inch.
For the ROMICROSS simulations,
the processing andcontroloptions were:
1. cutting and processing sizs are in
inches (to nearest 1/25 in.),
2. part lengths are specified,
3. primary operations avoid orphan
parts,

4. crosscuts optimized for best length
fitting to board f a e s ,
5. scanner optimizes over entire board
length,
6. chopsaw kerf is 2/16 inch, ripsaw
kerf is 2/16 inch and
7. end-trim allowance for each board
end is 414 inch.
Selecting cutting bills for
grade-mix comparison

In a related study (Shepleyet al. 2004),
cutting bills were wlfour "low&"
lected from industry o p t i o n s for analysis with ROMI-RIP and ROMICROSS. The w n h i i n g operations included a flooring plant, a rough mill for
cabinet parts, a rough mill for dimension
pam, and a mu& mill for moulding and
millwork. In addition, the "easy" cutting
bill used by Gatchell et al. (1999) also
was used The width, length, and part
quantity descriptions of these iive cutting
bills are given in Table 1.
From these five cutting bills, the two
'W cutting bills for use with 3AC
lumber were identified (Shepley et al.
2004). Part yields and cutting efficiencies were the simulation output variables used to determine the "best" cut'Best'' &g bils were identing hills. '
tified independently for the rip-first and
crosscut-kt simulations.
In Shepley et al's. ripktsimulations
(2004), cuttiog bill C had the highest

part yield at 38.4 percent (Table 1). A
and E were tied for the second best part
yield at 36.7 percent and 37.2 percent
(difference not statisticallysignificantat
question a = 0.05), respectively
(Shepley et al. 2004). Cutting bills B and
D had much lower yields - 18.2 percent
and 14.1 percent, respectively.
The most efficient to process ripfirst
cutting bill when using ~ A lumbzr
C
was
E. followed hv A. D.C. and L) (Shenlev
ei al. 2004). A
' I&o&i
cuttini bilis .
i
and E exhibited no s&tistical difference
inoartvields. E was amore efficient cutting bill to process. As a result, cutling
bill C, having the highest part yield, and
cutting bill E, having the second best
p;ut yield and best cutting efficiency,
were selected as the two "best" ripfirst
cutting bills for yield and cutting efficiency. Cutting bill C originated from a
rough mill producing d i e t parts and
cutting bill E originated h m a rough
mill producing parts for moulding and
millwork

.

<

In the crosscut-fist simulations conducted by Shepley et al. (2004). the
highest part yields were obtained from
cutting bills C and E, followed by A, B,
and D. Their part yields were 37.1 and
36.4, 31.4, 18.8, and 14.3 percent, respectively (Tabk 1). The most efficient
to cut crosscu-first cutting bill was D,
followed by E, B, A, and C. Though cntting bills C and E had approximately
equal yields, cutting bill A was much
more efficiently processed than cutting
biU C. As a result, cutting bills A and E
were selected as the two ''best' crosscut-first cutting bills. Cutting bill A
originated 6um a rough mill producing
dimension parts and cutting bill E originated h m a rough mill producing parts
for moulding and millwork. Differences
m cutting bill part size and quantity
characteristics are reported in Tabk 1.
Lumber data file set-up

Once the "best'' cutting bills were
identified, several more preliminary
steps had to be completed. Thomas'
Makefile program (Gatchell et al. 1998;
Thomas 1997,1999a) was used to create
the board data H e s Tbe new board files,
derived by digi!izimg 15M) BF of 3AC
red oak Lm6&, w& uxd along wlth
(iatchell et al.'s 3AC board data ( 1998).
The 4-foot lumber in the ~ a t c h 4et
1 2.
databank (1998) was nnt used in this research. As a result, the complete 3AC
board source for this research consisted
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Table I. -Descriptions of cutting bills considered foruse in this studyalong with theirrespectiverip and crosscut-fimtprimarypa~
vie& derived throuah simulation bvSheolev
. etal. (20W1,.

-

Cutring
bill

Origio

>~

Part width
rangee

Average
widtha

B

Dimmion
pmduca
Gakhell's

%

Part l e n p
range

.............. (in.)

A

~

-

~

~

% ofpart
%of pais
Avera e area < 24 ih < 24 in.
length'
long
long

No. of part %ofpal
sizes < 24 area > 40 in.
i n long
long

Ripfim
yieldE

Cross-eut
first yields

.............

2.5

2.5

13.Oto40.1

23.4

38

58

6af9

30

36.7

31.4

1.5 to4.2

2.0

11.9to78.9

28.5

45

73

7of15

51

18.2

18.8

2.3

2.3

3.9t040.2

19.9

57

70

10 of 13

11

38.4

37.1

2.2 to 2.5

2.4

36.0 to 84.0

60.0

0

0

0 of 10

88

14.1

14.3

2.1 to 3.0

2.5

10.0 to 46.0

28.0

23

38

15 of 39

30

37.2

36.4

''W
C

D
E

Cabinet
pmducer
Sfrip flooring
pmducer

Moulding
producer

The part width range and m g e m mdth calculationsdo not include random widths assembled mtopanels.
The pact length range, average part length, and pal length distributionby volume includespanel pam in their calculations.
Rip and cm-t-first
mugh mill yields are from Shepley et al. (200.4).

of 314 digitally mapped boards (1,627

JW.
Makefile was used to create the board
files containing the three different grade
mixes. Toassure the results ofthe ROMI
simulations would be attributable to the
grade mix, several other variables had to
be held constant in creating the board
files. These variables were lumber crook
(sidebend), length, and width. The 2AC
and 3AC boards in the 1998 databank
for kiln-dried red oak lumber contained
no more than 0.25 inches of crook
(Gatchell et al. 1998). The new 3AC
lumber acquired for this research contained several boards with nook greater
than 0.25 inches These crooked boards
were excluded from this study to maintain consistency with the boards in the
1998 databank for kih-dried red oak
lumber.
Sice the 3AC board population was
more limited than the 2AC population,
the length and width distributions (Table 2) of the 3AC board population were
determined and the population of 2AC
boards available for sampling was adjusted (using Makefile) to have the same
size distributions. Adjusting the length
distribution reduced the population of
2AC boards by 4.3 percent (192 BF).
Since the primary goal was to evaluate
performance differences between lumber grade mixes, using the same lumber
width distribution in creating the grade
mix files eliminated the possibility that
width effects would confound the results
and make them harder to intnpret. To
ensure that the length and width distributions had canied through to the final
board files, analyses of variance
FOREST PRODUCTS JOURNAL

(ANOVA) (a= 0.05) were conducted
wing the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS' 1999). No length
or width differences were detected between the 2AC and 3AC board files.
Past research has shown that a minimum of 150 boards are desirable for
ROMI simulationsto eliminate yield iufluences due to board sequence and selection (i.e., adding more boards to the
input data file does not have a significant
influence on the results of the simulation; a = 0.05) (Buehlmann et al. 1998).
Therefore, simulations in this research
were designed to process at least 150
boards p a simulation to ensure unbiased yield results. Before any simulations were conducted, the required part
quantities for the cutting bills had to be
adjusted so the size of the cutting bill
matched the size of the lumber input
files. This adjustment was accomplished
by trial and error. Relative part quantity
pmportions for the parts in each cutting
bill were maintained dwing this iterative
precess (e.g., if the initial requirements
specified 100 parts for A, 50 for B, and
30 for C, the adjusted quantities would
still maintain this 1 0 5 3 ratio).
Experimental design for
simulations

For each of the three grade mixes,
three files (replicates) were created.
These nine files were each processed
through the two 'W cutting bills using both ROMI-RIP and ROMICROSS. Thus, the total number of simulations conducted was 36 (3 grades x 3
replications x 2 cutting bills x 2 simulatlou programs).
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Table 2 -No. 3A Common widlh distributions adapted from W~edenbeck
et a/.
(2003).
Width

Percentage

(in.)
3.W to 4.75
5.00 to 6.75
7-00 to 8.75
9.00 to 10.75
11.00ta 12.75
13.W to 14.75
15.00 to 16.75

17
43
27
10
2
1
0

Statistical methodology

Multivariate repeated measures analysis of variance (MANOVA) tests were
conducted on the pati yield and cutting
efficiencyresultsusing SAS ( a = 0.05).
The first three null hypotheses tested
addressed yield differences between
the three Lumber grade classes. The seo
ond set of null hypotheses concerned
cutting efficiency differences between
the grade classes. Three replications
(simulations conducted on discrete
board files) were performed in each cell
for each trial. SASB was used for the
statistical analyses.
Two-way &xed effects repeated measures ANOVA tests were conducted for
each of the dependent variables: yield
and efficiency. The class variables in
these models were lumber grade mix and
cutting biU. Because tfie same lumber
data input fles were used for both of the
cutting bills in the simulations, the sam-

ples in the 'ktween d
g bill" wmWhile hmbm grade mix was the prinparisons were not independent kcipal main effect of interest, by conducting the MANOVA the significance of
fore, yields and efficiencies between cutthe interaction effect between cutting
ting bills are correlated and this m l a tion must be addressed in the MANOVA
bill and lumber grademix class could be
tests. Thus, a repeated measures design
determined.
withboardfilesavingastherepeated
Because the sample size for this study
measure (also known as the withinwas small (three board files per grade
subject effect) was used. Using the remix), multiple wmparison tests wuld
peated measures MANOVA, three null
not be mu on the full model that includes
hypotheses were tesred (a = 0.05) for
the interactiontem,grade x cutting bill;
each depadent variable for both the rip
there were i d c i e n t degrees of freeand crosscut-first simulation experidom available. To be able to conduct
ments. For yield, the tfftedmodels were:
multiplecomparison testing on the factor of greatest interest, lumber grade
JseId-&
= f (cutting bill, grade
mix, cutting
x grade mix)
mix, an alternate ANOVA model was
examined.For this, each ofthe full modAnd the three null hypotheses investiels was reduced to twn (one per cutting
gated were:
bill), one-way, 6 x 4 effect (effect =lumHOA: There is no effect of grade mix
ber grade mix), ANOVAs to enableus to
on mean part yield
conduct multiple comparison testing.
Hh: There is no effect of cutting bill lhkey's honestly significant difference
(HSD) multiple comparison tests were
on mean part yield
conducted in cases where significant
HOc: There is no interaction of grade
differences were indicated by the
mix and cutting bill on the mean part
ANOVA tests (a= 0.05). Tukey's HSD
yield.
test was chosen over other methods beFor cutting efficiency, the testedmodcause it is less likelyto detect borderline
els were:
signifcancebetwemfactorsthat may, in
fact, not be significant.
Cutting e f i i e n c y O U S s=/(cutting
/~
bill, grademix, cutting bill x grade mix)
Results
And the three null hypotheses were:
Yield results for ripfirst
HOD: There is no effect of grade mix
processing
on mean cutting e5ciency
Table 3 mmmarkm the results of all
HOE: There is no effect of cutting bill
18 simulation runs performed in the
on mean cutting efficiency
rip-first study. In the tests on yield, both
main effects(grade mix and cutting bill)
H%: There is no interaction of grade
and the second level effect (lumber
mix and cutting bill on mean cutting
gmie mix x cuttirig bill) were highly
efficiency.
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signtficant @ < 0.01), thus all three null
hypotheses were rejected
The results of the two, one-way
ANOVA tests that were conducted independently for each cutting bill (C and E)
confirmed the result of the repeated
measures MANOVA - the differences in
mean part yields achieved from the three
lumber grade mixes were statistically
significant @ < 0.0001, power of performed test = 0.999). Tukey's HSD (a=
0.05) indicated that the mean part yield
for each grade mix was different (Table
3). As one would ex*,
for both cutting bills the highest part yield (primary
yield only) was achieved while running
2AC hunber, followed by the 50150 mix,
and lastly the 3AC lumber. The part
yields were approximately 54 percent,
49 percent, and 42 percent for cutting
billCand60percenf 5Ipercenf and40
p e m t for cutting bill E. The impact of
grade mix on lumber yield appears to be
smaller for cutting billC than for cutting
bill E (5% versus 9?A difference in yield
per grade step). l l i s difference in the
yield effects between cutting bills is indicated by the significance of the interaction term in the yield model.
For both cutting bills, the yield loss
suffered when the grade mix is reduced
from pure 2AC to a 50150 mix is less
than the yield loss suffered when the
50150 mix is further reduced to pure
3AC lumber as can be seen in column 4
of Table 3. This indicates that a mix of
grades including 3AC lumber can be
successfully utilized for these cutting
bills, but if any longer or wider parts are
needed some 2AC or higher grade lum-

Table3. -AveragepartyieldsandcOning efficienciesachievedk,rhvo cuftingbills from mreelow-gradelumbermixesproce~~edin
ripfitsf simulations using ROMI-RIP

Cnuing bill

Grade mix

C

ZA Common

Average yield (%) and
T W s HSD grouping

Yielddifference

Awdge cutting efficicnCp
l$erflina per BF ofpais) Cutting efficiency difference
and Tukey's HSD grouping
(kerflinesiBF parts)

("/.I
50150 mix
3AComon

54.3 A
5.7
48.6B
42.2 C
6.4
2Ayleld3Ayield= 12.1

t

2A Comrnon
50150 mix
3A Commao

59.9 A
51.OB
40.2 C
2A yield - 3A yield = 19.7

2A &eimcy -3A &cimcy=11.3

* Curting efficiencyforthe rip-firststudies

olculalcd by dividing fhe total numbcrofch~p~aw
Nfs requidby the board fmtagc o f p i s produad. Within
each cuttkg biU, means w3th rhe same capital letter are not significantlydifferent (5%level).
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Discussion

Factors in cutting efficiency
The decrease in cutting efiiciency
when processing 3AC hunber compared
to 2AC i s directly related to the NHLA
bardwood hunber grading rule. 2AC
lumber is limited to a maximum number
of cuttings @ased on board size) to obtain its required minimum clear-face
area (50%) while the 3AC lumber is allowed an unlimited number of cuttings.
In fact, it is possible for a 3AC board to
have a higher percentage of clear area
than a 2AC board. For example, of 239
3AC boards in the 1998 Datn Bankfor
Kiln-Dried Red Oak Lumber (Gatchell
et al. 1998), 4 percent have grading cutling yields of more than 60 percent and
another 10 percent have yields between
50 and 60 percent. Of the 925 2AC
boards in the same data bank (Gatchell
et al. 1998), 14 percent have grading
yields below 60 percent! These 2AC and
3AC boards have similar clear area
yields but the clear area in 3AC boards is
contained in a larger number of cuttings
(which typically have a smaller average
size).Therefore, it is expected that more
cuts are required to remove clear-face
cuttings from 3AC boards than from
2AC boards. Also, a 3AC board, on average, will produce smaller parts.
In both the rip-first and the crosscutfirst simulations and for all three grade
mixes, the majority of the sawlines were
made in the second cut-up stage (the
crosscut stage in the ripfirst simulations
and the ripping stage the msscut-first
simulations). The sewud cut-w staee
was also where the majority of 'me d k
ferences W e e n grades m the number
of required sawlines occurred. These
crosscut-iirst culting efficiency results
do not differ between grades as much as
thosemeasured in the crosscut-first simulation experimentsconducted by Steele
et al. (1999). In that research, three cutting bills of varying difficultywere evaluated. Sawing efficiency ratios for 2AC
versus 3AC lumber were calculated for
both shldies using the sawline results
provided by ROMI-CROSS. For Steele
et al's. (1999) three cutting bills, the
2AC:3AC processing ratios were 1:1.4,
1:1.9, and 1:l.S. Thecutting billsused in
the cnrrent study were more efficiently
cut out of 3AC lumber than were any of
the cutting hills in SLeele et al.'s (I&)
study w ~ t h2AC:3AC ratios of 1: I I and
1:l.i for crosscut-first cutting bills A
and E, respectively.
138

Whereas the average widulsnengths
of cutting bills A and E were 2.5iZ3.4
and 2.5iZ8.0 inches in this study, the avenge part width and length for the cutting bill which was the most efficiently
produced m Steele et al.'s study (1999)
was 2.1R1.5 inches. Steele et al.'s average sizes were smaller. This is a case
where averages do not tell the whole
story. Neither do differences in part size
distributions explain the differences in
cutting efficiency between these two
studies. The fact that Steele et al.'s cutting operationswere conducted by limiting the number of part sizes that wuld
be cut on any given saw while this study
simulateda case where all sizes couldbe
cut on each saw (i.e., the nosscut saws
were not limited to a subset of the
lengths) explains much ofthe difference
in cutting &ciency. Since clear areas
tend to be smaller and more scattered in
3AC compared to 2AC lumber, 3AC
yields and cutting efficiencies show
greater improvement by having a larger
assoament of part size options available
than do yields and efficiencies for 2AC
lumber.

cant manufacturing cost component is
labor. Ifthe cutting efficiencyresultsare
used as a sumgate fur manufacbning
(labor) efficiency, the ratios for 2AC
versus 3AC can be used to prcduce an
estimate of the increased manufacturing
cost associated with processing 3AC
lumber. By using the most extreme 2AC
versus 3AC cutting efficiency ratio
measured in this study (I: 1.2). The most
extreme estimate of h e manufacturing
cost difference between the two lumber
grades was obtained.
Assuming @ased on experience) that
the average wmponent part (mu& dir n e n s i o n ) ~ m u ~ & - i n g ~ in
w samugh
t
millranees from$1.75to$?.05 a ~ B F o f
parts p&uced fmcluding the' cost of
lumber), then the lumber cost tiaction of
thismountrangesfrom$1.38and$1.63
per BF for 2AC and 3AC Appalachian
red oak lumber (obtained by adding
$200/MBF kih~drying cost to the 2AC
and 3AC green lumber prices and d ~ d ing these figures by the respective average yields obtained in this study). If it is
assumed that the residual direct manufactming cost is made up of labor wsts
(Mitchell 2001) and other costs that are
Estimated price difference
affectedby lumber grade,then the manubetween lumber grades for 3AC
f&ming wstperBF ofpartsproduced
to be economicdiy feasible
wiU range from $037 to $0.67 per BF for
Based on the primary part yield re2AC lumber (e.g., $1.75/BF total manusults obtained in this research, the raw
fachuing wst - $138/BF dry lumber
material cost to produce 1,000 BF of
cost = $0.37/BF manufachlring cost).
parts from 3AC lumber to the raw mateThe final step in estimating the variable
rial wst to produce the same amount of
cost associated with processing 3AC
parts from 2AC lumber for each cutting
lumber instead of 2AC lumber is to apply
bill were compared The price assigned
an appropriate manuhcruring cost kfli
to 3AC lumber was $485 uer thousand
tion factor fur 3AC omxssinn (recall the
board feet (MBF) and the ;rice assigned
2AC:3AC cutting kfiiciencykio was
tu2AC lumbawas1545
MBF. ba..edon
~.
1:I.Z). The estimated 3AC manufactur~ppalachian~ardwwdprices'from~o- ing wst range is determined by multiplyvember 17, 2002 (Hardwood Market
ing $0.37 and $0.67 (the residual cost
Repori 2002). For both ripfirst cutting
range for 2AC I&
after subtracting
bills and both crosscut-first cutting bills,
lumber cost) by 1.2, this study's intlation
the raw material wst for producing
factor. Thus, the 3AC manufacturing cost
1.000 BE of uarts was less exwmive usrange is $0.44 to $0.80 per BF.
ing the ? ~ ~ j u m bFor
e r npf;rst cuuing
The difference between these estihills Cand E. the lumberwst to ~roduce mated 2AC and 3AC manufacturing
1,000 BF of pam was $146:65 and
w s t figures is $0.07/BF for the low end
$276.30 less when processing 2AC lumof the range ($0.44 to $0.37) and
ber compared to 3AC lumber. Likewise,
$0.13/BF for the upper end of the range
for crosscut-first cutting bills A and E,
($0.80 to $0.67) or $70 and $130 per
the lumber cost asscciatedwithprocessMBF ofparts produced This difference,
ing the 2AC lumber was $359.65 and
when added to the yield-based raw ma$321.85 less compared to the wst when
terial wst difference discussed earlier
processing the 3AC hunber.
(e.g., $147/MBF for ripfirst cutting bill
Raw material wst is only one of the
C), gives a less specific but more wmprehensive estimate of the price differdirect cost wmponents that needs to be
ence that needs to exist between 2AC
carefully considered in weighmg lumber grade mix options. Another signifiand 3AC lumber if 3AC is to be a viable
~
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raw material alternative. When the lumber price difference between 2AC and
3AC lumber exceeds $217 per MBF
($70 + $147), the 3AC altemative becomes worth evaluating and when the
difference approaches $277 per MBF
($130 + $147), a strong case can be
made for using 3AC lumber to fiU appropriate low-grade cutting bills. However, the manufacturing costs used in
this analysis may not be reflective of the
costs for all rough mills, in which case
the same approach should be used to
calculate an alternate break-even range
for 3AC lumber.
While Appalachian area red oak
prices do not favor 3AC lumber as a
raw material for these cutting bills,
northern area red oak price do. Currently, there is an average $245MBF
price difference between 2AC and 3AC
red oak lumber in the northern area
(Hardwood Market Report 2002).
Based on these prices and our part yield
results, 3AC lumber is a viable raw material alternative compared to 2AC
lumber. Furthermore, since the same
NHLA grade rules apply to most hardwood lumber manufactured in the
United States, similar part yield results
to those measured in this study for 3AC
red oak can be expected when processing 3AC white oak, maple, cherry, and
other species. Because red oak is a popular flooring species and some 3AC
lumber is used by many strip flooring
rongh-mill operations, the price gap between 2AC and 3AC lumber is not as
large as it is for many other species. For
these other species, 3AC lumber may
be a less expensive raw' material to process compared to 2AC lumber (e.g.,
cherry and hard maple).
Based on the part yield results of this
study for these three cutting bills and CUTrent Appalachian region mxkt prices,
3AC lumber is not a cost effective raw
material alternative compared to 2AC
lumber. However, for cumhg bills with
smaller differences between their 2AC
a+ 3AC part yields, using 3AC lumber
can reduce raw material cost Also, as the
price difference increases between 2AC
and 3AC lumber, 3AC become a more
viable m material option, especially in
ripdrst operations.
S u m m a r y a n d conclusions
The objective of this study was to
compare part yields and cutting efficiencies obtained when cutting 3AC lumber
with those obtained when processing
FOREST PRODUCTS JOURNAL
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2AC or a 50150 mix of 2AC and 3AC
lumber. Both rip- and crosscut-first
rough-mill processing experiments
were conducted in a series of computer
simulations. Two feasible low-grade
lumber cutting bills were used for each
simulation experiment. Optimum pr+
cessing conditions were assumed Red
oak lumber was processed into clear
tweface parts.
In both the rip-first and crosscut-fust
simulations, the results of the lumber
grade mix yield simulAons indicated
that part yield decreased as the percentage of 3AC lumber in the grade mix increased. For ripfirst cutting bill C, there
was a 5.7 percent average difference in
part yield between the 2AC grade mix
and the 50150 mix and a 6.4 percent average difference in part yield between
the 50150 mix and the 3AC grade mix
which adds to a 12.1 percent average
differencein primary part yield between
the 2AC and 3AC grade mixes. The
50150 grade mix required 0.3 additional
sawlines (chopsaw l i e s only) per board
foot of parts produced compared to the
2AC lumber and the 3AC lumber required 0.4 additional sawlines per board
foot of parts produced compared to the
50150 mix. For rip-drst cutting bill E,
there was an 8.9 percent average difference in part yield between the 2AC and
50150 grade mixes, a 10.8 percent average difference in part yield between the
50150 and 3AC grade mixes, and a 19.7
percent average difference in part yield
between the 2AC and 3AC grade mixes.
The 50150 mix required 0.1 additional
sawlines per board foot of parts produced compared to the 2AC grade mix
and the 3AC grade mix required 0.2 additional sawlines per board foot of parts
produced compared to the 50150 mix.
For cmsscut-first cutting bill A, there
was a 6.9 percent average difference in
part yield between the 2AC and 50150
grade mixes, a 7.7 percent average difference between the 50150 and 3AC
grade mixes, and an average difference
between the 2AC and 3AC grade mixes
of 14.6 percent. The 50150 mix required
0.2 additional sawliues (crosscut and
ripsaw lines) per board foot ofparts pmduced compared to the 2AC grade mix,
and the 3AC grade mix required 0.7 additional sawlines per board foot of parts
produced compared to the 50150 grade
mix. For cmsscut-fnst cutting bill E,
there was a 7.9 percent difference inpart
yield between the 2AC and 50150 grade
mixes and a 10.0 p m n t difference in
54,NO. 1 2

part yield between the 50150 and 3AC
gmde mixes. The 50150 mix required
0.4 additional sawlines per board foot of
parts produced compared to the 2AC
lumber and the 3AC lumber required 0.5
additional sawiines per board foot of
parts produced compared to the 50150
mix.
When changing grade mixes, differences in part yields were highly ddepedeili on the fietUing bill. Part yield differences between grade mixes were inconsistent not only between cutting bills but
also within cutting bills. Similarly,
changes in cutting efficiencieswere also
variable between cutting bills when altering the grade mix. Rough-mill managers should develop awareness of the
part yield that can be achieved when
processing 3AC lumber alone and in
combination with other lumber grades.
Rough-mill operations processing cutting bills that experience only small differences in yield (less then 6% based on
current lumber prices) when processing
3AC compared to 2AC lumber should
consider increasing the percentage of
3AC lumber utilized when processing
these cutting bills. Based on cutting bill
A, which produced the best relative
yield for 3AC compared to 2AC (12% to
14% lower yield far 3AC), replacing
2AC with 3AC becomes viable From a
total manufacturing cost perspective
when the cost difference between 2AC
and 3AC approaches $220iMBF.
The NHLA standard grade rules ap
ply to most hardwood lumber manufa*
tured in the United States. Thus,the part
yield results for 3AC lumber obtained in
these red oak h b e r cut-up simulatious
should be parallel to the results that
would be expected when processing
3AC white oak,maple, cheny, and other
species. I h e price difference between
2AC and 3AC lumber for most of these
species is m t e r than the price difference for red oak. Therefore, 3AC lumk m a y be a less expensive raw material
to process compared to 2AC lumber far
some of these species.
The information derived from this r e
search on potential utilization opportunities for 3AC lumber can help valneadded solid wood p d u c t s n&ufacturine. comuanies better identifv art sizes
an; cut& bills that can be *fitatably
cut from this portion of the lumber res o m e which heretofore has been poorly
utilized
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